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“I use a lot of big words, but most of them aren’t real, they’re fictilationally constructified.”
-NOTICE-

 73.5 percent of companies defended employment-

related litigation that mainly consisted of discrimination
and wage and hour complaints.

 The number one area for litigation in the past three

years has been labor and employment matters.

 Forty-seven percent of plaintiff verdicts are between

$100,000 and $500,000; the average cost of defense
is $150,000.

 Over 40 percent of EPL claims are brought against

private employers with fewer than 100 employees.
Answer four simple questions for a quote.

A
man
entered
a
stationery store and asked
the clerk for a birthday/
anniversary card. The
clerk replied, “We have
birthday cards and we
have anniversary cards.
Why not take one of
each?”
The man said, “You don’t
understand. I need a card
that covers both events!
You see, we’re celebrating
the fifth anniversary of my
wife’s
thirty-fourth
birthday.

Call us for information or a quote, 800-869-2022!

After a trial had been
going on for three days,
Harrison, the man accused
of committing the crimes,
stood up and approached
the judge’s bench.

The custodian of a church
quit. The pastor of the
church asked the organist
if she would be able to
also clean the church
sanctuary.

“Your Honor, I would like
to change my plea from
‘innocent’ to ‘guilty’ of the
charges.”

The
organist
thought
before replying. “Do you
mean that I now have to
mind my keys and pews?”

The judge angrily banged
his fist on the desk. “If
you’re guilty, why didn’t
you say so in the first
place and save this court a
lot of time?” he yelled.
Harrison
looked
up
wide-eyed and stated,
“Well, when the trial
started I thought I was
innocent, but that was
before I heard all the
evidence against me.”

A lady in a movie theater
notices what looks like a
baby giraffe sitting next to
her. “Are you a baby
giraffe?” asked the lady.
“Yes.”
“What are you doing at
the movies?”
The giraffe replied, “Well,
I liked the book.”

Like all growing boys, my
teenage grandson was
constantly hungry. I went
to the refrigerator to find
something he might like.
After poking around a bit
and moving the milk and
juice cartons, I spotted a
bowl of leftover chili. I
called
out
to
him
excitedly.
He
came
running into the kitchen.
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“Look! I found some chili,”
I said to him.
Struggling to be polite, he
said, “If you’re that
surprised, I’m not really
sure I want it.”

A customer in a New York
restaurant gushed to the
chef,
“Your
veal
parmigiana is superb! I
spent a month in Italy,
and yours is better than
any I had over there.”
“Naturally,” the chef said.
“Over there, they use
domestic cheese. Ours is
imported!”

The average human will
yawn around 250,000
times over the course of
their life. 250,001 if you
read facts like this.
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